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DISCREDITED SPECIES

crystallographic orientation from the latter, which remained after most of the pyrrhotite
had been removed by supergene solutions. The removal of the pyrrhotite resulted in hgneycomb (boxwork) residual masses of marcasite and pyrite with their inherited orientations.
Goetbite, variscite, wavellite, vivianite, paravauxite, childrenite, and greenockite were de-

monazite was abundant, as was greenockite in minute cyclic-twinned crystals. The sixty
minerals were illustrated by 80 crystal drawings, 30 photographs and a number of maps.
The composition of the minerals described was expressed by a combination of chemical
and structural formula, for example: greenockite, alCdS]zlC6mc).
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SPECIES

(:Francolite

Pyroclasite

or Dahllite)

Cr,rlronn Fnoxrnt-. A rn. M in eral., 28, 2l 5-232 (t943) .
Metabrushite,
Stoffertite (:Brushite)
Cr.rnron-o Froxr nr. A m. M iner al., 28, 2 lS-232 (1943) .
Bismutosphaerite,

Hydrobismutite,

Cr,rrrono FnoNonr-, Am. Mineral,28,

Basobismutite,

Normannite

(:Bismutite)

SZ1-S3S(lg+3).

Agricolite ( : Eulytite)
Cr.rrlonn Fnoworr,, Am. Mineral., 28,536-540 (1943).
Rhagite (:Atelestite)
Cr,rlloro

Fnoxont, A rn. M i.neral., 28, 536-540 ( 1943).

Ze1ugite (:Martinite)
Cr,rnror-o FnoNonr. A no.M in era1,.,28, 2 1S-2 32 (lg 43).
Pyrophosphorite ( : Whitlockite)
Cr,rrlono Fnoxnnt . A m. M i,neral., 28, 215 -232 (19 43).
DrscussroN: Frondel shows that martinite and whitlockite give identical *-ray powder
patterns and difier only in that martinite contains CO: and HzO. He suggests that
the
name martinite be dropped. However, martinite (Kloos, 18gg) not only has priority over
whitlockite (1941), but the original description and the later observations of Larsen (1921)
and of Hendricks, Hill, Jacob and Jefferson (1931) characterized the mineral well enough
to justify the retention of the name martinite, even if a single name is to be used.
rt is suggested that both names be retained; whitlockite to be restricted to
€-caapsoa,
martinite to be used for the corresponding mineral containing coz and H2o. Martinite
would theiir bear the same relation to whitlockite as francolite does to fluorapatite.
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